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Summary of Discussion 
It was clear from the discussion that consulting in non-life 

insurance (otherwise known as 'casualty' insurance or 'general' 
insurance) was new to most members ofthe actuarial profession in 
all countries, although a small number had been engaged in the 
subject for a long time. Similarly actuaries, and their fees; were 
new to most of the non-life insurance world. 

The effects of changing conditions such as increased 
competition, inflation and secular changes in claim frequencies, 
were causing losses and making it difficult for companies to inter- 
pret their own figures. Also the supervisory authorities through- 
out the world were asking more technical questions. These were 
the circumstances which were causing the industry to call upon 
the services ofactuaries. In USA many States were now asking for 
statements to be signed by a qualified "Loss Reserve Specialist" 
who would normally be an actuary (who could be an employee). 
Within the last two years the position in Australia had been 
reached where most companies were now using an actuary. In 
UK, general insurance was a compulsory Fellowship examination 
subject and actuaries had been heavily involved in setting up the 
Motor Risks Statistics Bureau. It was mentioned that Italy was 
starting to require actuarial certification of reserves. 

The markets were different in the different countries and 
that influenced the areas of actuarial involvement. In USA 
medical malpractice attracted actuarial attention. The system of 
legal contingency fees together with the fact that juries decided the 
amount of awards meant that claims were inflating enormously - 
a figure of 26% p.a. was mentioned. The business was 'long-tail', 
and the fact that the 'statute of limitation' applied only when a 
child reached 18 years meant that child-birth cases emphasised 
the length of the claims tail. The same problems'did not existin 
e.g. UK. In Canada the "loss for pain" was limited. Similarly 
hospitalisation insurance differed from one country to another 
because of the different systems of provision of medical services. 

In Canada and Austdia workmen's compensation had 
involved actuaries. In UK Lloyds dominated the market and there 
were also many Lloyds-type companies. The long-tail nature of 
much of their business, especially inwards reinsurance accepted, 
caused problems where actuarial help was recognised. A leading 
professional reinsurance company had published many years ago, 
a series of booklets recording an actuarial investigation into 

excess-of-loss reinsurance, showing that more than ten years after 
the year of risk the number of new reported cases was greater than 
the number settled. The purpose of the actuarial publication had 
been to induce some sense and stability into an incoherent market. 

It was a common experience everywhere that the data in 
non-life work, whether voluminous or sparse were of poor quality. 
Typically some claims data would be available but no data on 
exposure. Persuading a client to instal a good data system with the 
caution that it would take several years to build up a useful 
quantity was very difficult. There were no authoritative industry 
data in any country corresponding to the actuarial mortality tables 
in life assurance. In some cases industry data were confidential to 
the participating companies; this was especially true in UK. In 
USA there were data available on the liability of architects and 
lawyers but not of accountants. 

The view was expressed that it was usually more realistic 
for a consulting actuary to use the existing data and to insert suita- 
ble caveats into his comments. Anomalies in the data indicate any 
gross errors. This approach leads to less cost and lower fees to the 
client. The alternative is to set up a new data system but the client 
will probably not operate it correctly anyway. 

There was a short discussion on 'captives'. In response to a 
question as to why there was a thousand captive insurance 
companies in Bermuda and the Cayman Islands it was explained 
that in USA an industrial company cannot claim a loss for tax 
purposes until it is paid but a premium to an insurance company 
is allowable. The present activity arose from a requirement of the 
Inland Revenue Service that it must be a 'real' insurance company 
and not one which merely insured its parent. The captives were 
now trying to establish their status by doing other business. The 
location of the captives depended .on tax considerations. For 
example, in Guernsey, another centre for Captives, there was a 
lower rate of tax on accumulated reserves. 

The subject of discounted reserves is being discussed in 
many countries but the industry is generally opposed to discount- 
ing because of tax reasons and because the traditional definition of 
'underwriting profit' is accepted as the measure of the effective- 
ness ofthe underwriters. 

There is an increasing use of actuaries by non-life compan- 
ies and by regulatory authoritjes, and there is increasing evidence 
that they are finding actuarial help practical and useful. The 
actuarial profession is well equipped to learn to give that help and 
there seems to be no other profession as well equipped. 

W. J. MacGinnitie (USA) was thanked for his paper which 
had covered very many aspects of the subject and had led to an 
interesting discussion. 


